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Experimental data on lB.J"ge-angle proton-proton scattering showed that the 

differential cross sectJ.on of this process for a fixed angle decreases rapidly 

with energy /l./ • 

As is shown by Orear/
2
/, the data obtained are described by the fornula: 

du· 
dO 

" ezp ( oo~C p ·sin 0 ) 
( l.) 

where p is the momentum and 0 is the s~ttering angle in the centre- of

mass system. 

ln this note we paid attention to the fact that the mechanism of large-angle 

scattering in the high-. energy region can be conceived of as the scattering at 

classically forbidden angles well-known in quantum mechanics. ln particular, an 

example of scattering of this kind is the overbarrier reflection. 

As is known/
3

/ in quantum mechanics, when considering the process of 

scattering on the potential U( r) which is an even analytical function of r 

(having no !Singularities on the real axis) the scattering amplitude in the high-

energy region E '»I u:j in the qtlru!SJ.classical appro:xhrn.tion ( pa •» l.) can be 

repre!Sented a15: 

f .. ezp ( 2Imro p sin~) a ezp(-~v:;) 
1i 2 11 (2) 

where t ~ - 2p ~ ( 1 -cosO)is the momentum transfer. 

'The value r0 can be defined from the usual clas!Slcal equation whicl). 

determines the dependence of the impact parameter ·p(O) on the scattering angle 

0 , if the complex values ·p in it are also to be con!Slderect •. 'That will cor

respond to the scattering at angles forbidden in classical mechanic::s. 

2 
For example, for. the potential U = U 0 ezp ( -~) , r 

0 
is slightly . depen-

. a 

3 



dent on the energy E and on the angle 0 and is equal to 

r " 0 
I a y ln [.!..:sin 2 i-1 

Uo 2 

Such is the situation in quantum mechanics• 

In. ref.' 4 / it was ehown that the problem of scattedng in ~:~uantum field 

theory can be described by the Schrodlngel'-type equation with the corrplex 

quasi- potentiaJ. dependent not only . on .1', but also on the energy of the system. 

'I'he imaginary part of the quasi-potential is a negative definite function and 

determines inelastic processes in the system. 

Using the same arguments/ 2•5/ as in deducingthe fornula (2), one can 

easily make sure that under the same assumptions, in thir> case ·too, for a suf

ficienUy smooth complex quasi-potential, the scattering amplitude at an angle 0 

at high energies satisfies the formula ( 2), which reproduces very well the · cha

racteristic dependence of the differential cross section ( 1) on the !TDmentum and. 

the scattering angle in the high- energy region. 
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